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ABSTRACT
WLAN becomes a necessary facility for flexible Internet pro-
visioning in enterprise networks. Usually this connection
provisioning is designed to handle a peak load with high den-
sity of Access Points (APs) to guarantee a desired level of
quality of service (QoS). This design approach however leads
to energy inefficiency due to the daily demand variability. In
fact the off-peak period of the daily behavior is usually quite
long and hence some resources consume power without any
beneficiary activity. Resource-on-demand (RoD) provision-
ing is among foreseeable solutions that satisfy both energy
efficiency as well as QoS constraints. That is the network
capacity is dynamically dimensioned to demand while extra
resource goes to low energy consumption mode to save en-
ergy. In dense WLAN scenarios, extra APs are turned off
during low load until required due to increase in demand.

Some theoretical analysis of RoD has been proposed by
related works, but experiments on real production networks
are still needed in order to investigate the practical issues
related to RoD strategies. This paper addresses some of
these issues through an experimental activity performed on
RoD strategies. Two strategies, namely association-based
and traffic-based policies, are implemented in one part of Po-
litecnico di Torino Campus WLAN. Results from our testbed
show that RoD strategies are effective and energy saving up
to 70% is possible.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although ICT can make a major contribution to support

energy savings and to face climate changes, it is responsible
for roughly 8% of total global electricity consumption and
increasing as more and more devices are joining the Internet
arena [1]. The telecommunication networks are among the
main contributors of this consumption. Therefore, making
the networks ”greener” has become a timely research issue.
Researchers are designing both solutions to improve energy
efficiency of networks that are already in operation, as well
as solutions for next-generation networks.
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For access networks, WLANs are commonly deployed in
production networks of institutions and organizations. For
instance, campus WLAN networks provide flexible Internet
connectivity to students and faculties. WLANs with high
density of APs are usually deployed in such highly populated
environments to provide adequate bandwidth for guarantee-
ing QoS to the users. Even if the number of users in these
environments varies significantly among different hours of a
day and days of a week, networks are dimensioned following
a peak-demand provisioning. This design approach provides
the opportunity to save energy when there are few users es-
pecially during night hours and weekends. Consequently en-
ergy can be saved by applying an AP switching on/off policy,
so that only adequate number of APs needed for serving the
actual traffic is activated. As in [2], we call these strategies
Resource-on-Demand (RoD) strategies. Considering that a
WiFi AP consumes around 5 – 10 W, by turning off one
AP for 12 hours a day, a saving up to 22 – 43 kWh can be
achieved per year. This could translate into thousands of
kWh for corporate networks which usually deploy hundreds
of APs in their organizations.

However, many practical issues of AP switching on/off
strategies need to be addressed. For instance, appropriate
input parameters needed by the algorithms have to be de-
termined, switching on and off intervals have to be chosen
properly and there has to be a mechanism to gather users’
behavioral information from the APs. In this paper, we ad-
dress these practical issues of RoD strategies, implement the
strategies in a production network; a student study room of
Politecnico di Torino (PoliTo), and evaluate RoD’s energy
saving capability. We apply two RoD strategies: one based
on the measure of the number of associated users and the
other one based on the traffic load of the APs. The results
show that the energy consumption of the APs could be sig-
nificantly saved by the two RoD strategies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work and the features of our exper-
imental activity. After briefly discussing the adopted model
of our energy-efficient WLAN in Section 3, we describe our
experimental testbed, parameter settings and evaluation of
the experimental activity in Section 4, Section 5 and Sec-
tion 6, respectively. Finally, we draw some conclusion in
Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Energy-efficient WLANs have been investigated by many

researchers for several years. Most of these researches are
based on theoretical and/or simulation analyses [3, 4, 5, 6,



7, 8]. For instance, the authors of [5] investigated the trade-
off between energy efficiency and performance in WLANs
through a queuing study, and the authors of [6] proposed
analytical model of switching on/off strategies of APs in a
dense WLAN scenario.

Fewer experimental works about the deployment of energy-
efficient WLANs are present in the literature. One of the
challenges behind is the fact that today’s networking devices
do not have a built-in feature that facilitates power conserva-
tion. In [2], the concept of RoD for energy-efficient WLANs
was introduced to dynamically switch on/off the APs of a
dense WLAN. A scheme named SEAR was proposed to im-
plement RoD, followed by a lab experiment of the scheme.
However, the system was not installed in production net-
works, e.g., campus or company networks, so that realistic
user behaviors were not investigated. The authors estimated
the user demand using channel utilization, ignoring the in-
formation about user association to the network. The au-
thors of [9] implemented a novel system to switch on/off
WLAN APs, by using wireless sensors to detect new incom-
ing users and activate the APs. A corresponding analog
circuit was designed for transmitting control signal between
the wireless sensor and the AP. In our paper, our setup con-
sists of a centralized system that does not need additional
sensors to wake up the APs. Instead, we use Power-over-
Ethernet (PoE) switches to control the power supply of the
APs. The presence of users is detected by the neighboring
APs, that, given the dense WLAN scenario, are relatively
close by. The authors of [10] demonstrate a Energy Pro-
grammable WiFi Network using programmable APs, and
automatically switching on/off of the APs. However, the
programmable APs require modification to existing devices.
In addition they are sophisticated and expensive, since they
require an Atheros chipset. In our work, we use off-the-shelf
commercial APs, and any AP that supports PoE is compat-
ible with our system.

A practical implementation similar to ours is the Cisco
EnergyWise switch which is designed to save energy in or-
ganizational networks [11]. Unlike our implemented control
system which dynamically adapts the activation of APs to
the users’ need, the EnergyWise system requires static con-
figuration and switching on/off scheduling. Furthermore, it
requires that partial or complete network devices, includ-
ing switches and APs, are upgraded with Cisco EnergyWise
protocol capability. Our approach is compatible with any
PoE-powered AP. Given that the PoE technology has been
existing for so long and that a lot of companies have already
deployed their switches and APs with this technology, our
approach can be applied more widely and easily.

3. WLAN RoD POLICIES
Our experimental case study focuses on the RoD strate-

gies for dense WLANs that were proposed in [6] and evalu-
ated there through analytical modeling. The strategies aim
at saving energy in dense WLANs such as those deployed
in highly populated areas like educational centers, enter-
prises networks, and stadiums. In these scenarios, a highly
dense APs are needed to provide enough capacity to sat-
isfy users’ service demand at peak-hour, but such a large
amount of capacity is not needed during the long periods
of low traffic levels. Such unused capacity during low load
period translates into energy wastage that can be averted
if the network resource provision is made demand aware,

Figure 1: Hysteresis loop for the AP switching
on/off operation

i.e. WLAN APs are dynamically turned on and off based
on users service demand. In [6], two policies were defined,
namely association-based and traffic-based policies, to turn
on/off the APs belonging to the same WLAN cluster. APs
in a cluster provide practically equivalent coverage in a small
area, and are redundantly deployed to provide capacity. In
this section we briefly discuss the two policies. The imple-
mentation and evaluation of effectiveness of these policies
will be investigated in our case study sections.

Demand based resource provision is quite a natural solu-
tion in scenarios where the resources are designed to provide
peak-hour demand like in dense WLANs. The key choice at
the basis of demand based resource provision policy is the
way in which users’ demand is estimated, so that then de-
cisions about AP activation and deactivation can be taken.
We consider here two policies: the first one is based on the
number of users associated to active APs, while in the sec-
ond one the traffic carried by active APs is taken as an es-
timation of users’ need. Whatever choice is made about the
users’ need estimation, dynamic resource provisioning has
to be implemented so that the coverage is not reduced, QoS
is not degraded and the WLAN operation is stable [6], [2].

The WLAN coverage for a given cluster is guaranteed as
long as at least one AP remains active. Stability of WLAN
operation refers to less frequent switching on/off of APs in
a cluster which in turn reduces the frequency of end user
terminals re-association and increases the users QoS expe-
rience. Thus, to prevent an undesired frequent switching
on/off of APs in such a dynamic scenario, our WLAN oper-
ation is based on hysteresis loop as shown in Fig 1. In the
figure, y-axis describes the number of active APs in the clus-
ter and x-axis labels users demand threshold at which the
number of active APs in the cluster changes. To describe
on/off strategies based on hysteresis, we define the following
notations:

• K: number of active APs in a cluster

• KTh: AP activation users demand threshold

• Tl: AP deactivation users demand threshold

• w: hysteresis loop width (fixed in size)

The guiding principle of AP turning on/off policies based on
threshold setting is as follows:

• if the cluster is in K active APs state, an additional
AP is activated only if the users demand is beyond the
cluster current upper threshold KTh.

• on the other hand, if the cluster is in K+1 active APs
state, an AP is turn off only if users demand is below
the cluster current lower threshold Tl = KTh−w. Note



that w and Th are fixed irrespective of the number of
active APs but not Tl.

• otherwise, retain the number of active APs if the users
demand is between the two threshold levels; i.e be-
tween KTh and Tl.

This hysteresis based operation prevents unwanted fre-
quent switching on/off by defining a transition region of
width w that absorbs small fluctuations of users demand.
The wider this region is, the more stable is the operation
but the worse is the performance in terms of energy effi-
ciency. Therefore, given a specific scenario, the values of Th

and w that characterize the hysteresis has to be properly
chosen to achieve an efficient operation (see Sec. 5). As ex-
plained above, we consider here two policies both based on
the hysteresis loop concept, but with different choice about
the estimation of the users’ demand. These policies are de-
tailed below.

3.1 Association-based policy
The switching on/off of APs in a cluster is based on the

number of users associated to the APs in the cluster. Thus,
Th and Tl defines upper and lower numbers of terminals that
can be associated with single AP. The policy is described as
follows: if the number of associated users exceeds KTh, the
number of active APs in the cluster must be K + 1. The
number of active APs decreases to K only if the number of
associated users in the cluster becomes less than KTh − w.

3.2 Traffic-based policy
The traffic-based policy switches on/off APs based on the

amount of traffic generated by the users. This is a modifi-
cation of the policy proposed in [6], in which the decision is
based on the number of users that are, not only associated,
but also generating traffic. Thus, Th defines the upper limit
to the traffic handled by an AP while w defines the hystere-
sis width. That is, if the amount of traffic generated by the
users associated with active APs in a cluster is greater than
KTh, the number of active APs in the cluster increases to
K + 1. On the contrary, when the amount of traffic gener-
ated by the users in the cluster decreases below KTh − w,
K active APs are sufficient to provide the service.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed switching

on/off policies, we perform a case study in a cluster of an
operative dense WLAN: a study room in PoliTo campus.
The room has an open space of 297.5m2 and it is equipped
with a cluster of 3 APs configured to work on available three
non-overlapping channels in the 2.4 GHz band that provide
coverage for the same area. Such a configuration guarantees
minimal interference among the APs. The APs are pow-
ered through a switch which has PoE capability and specific
features that allow the monitoring of the consumed energy.

To implement RoD strategies, we first need to collect user
demand statistics from the APs and implement the control
strategies described in Sec. 3. Fig. 2 shows the overall clus-
ter control operation: the testbed, Wireless Control System
(WCS) for collecting user demand statistics, cluster Control
Center (CC) that implements the switch on/off strategies,
and a PoE equipped switch to execute the CC decision.

Figure 2: Experimental testbed

The whole campus WLAN is managed by the WCS which
is responsible to collect management information from the
network devices using SNMP protocol [12]. We use the
5 minutes default SNMP time interval to collect the required
statistics from WCS. Following the discussion in Sec. 3, the
statistics required by the two strategies are the number of
associated users and the amount of traffic generated by the
users. Given this input information, the CC determines the
amount of required resources; i.e., the number of APs to
be activated to satisfy users demand during the following
5 minutes. The decision passes to the switch for execution,
i.e., one or more APs in the cluster are switched on or off.
The switch, besides having a PoE capability, records also
the amount of energy consumed by the APs connected to
its ports during the specified time interval. After execution
of the CC decision, the switch reports back the amount of
energy consumed by the currently active APs in the cluster.

5. PARAMETERS ANALYSIS
As discussed earlier, the frequency of cluster operation de-

termines both the energy efficiency of the network as well
as the frequency of re-association of end users but in a con-
tradicting fashion. That is, energy efficiency decreases while
re-association frequency reduces if the WLAN operation is
less frequent. Conversely, higher switching on/off operations
increase efficiency but decrease users quality of experience
because of frequent re-associations.

One factor that determines the frequency of switching
on/off operations is the time needed to switch on an AP.
The APs in our testbed take between 2 to 3 minutes to
transit from a complete shutdown state to a full active state.
Thus, the switching on frequency should not be higher than
a possible switch every 3 minutes. Furthermore, since one
or more minutes are required for the APs to be discovered
by the WCS depending on the APs configuration, we set the
time between possible switching on/off to 5 minutes. Given
that AP switchings do not always take place, the 5 minutes
interval is the minimum switching on/off interval.

In setting the value of the thresholds, we analyze the
thresholds for association-based and traffic-based policies
separately. First, let us set the threshold for the association-
based policy. Fig. 3 depicts the number of users associated
to the APs in the cluster over a 24 hour period for 9 working
days. The solid line represents the number of users averaged
over the 9 days. The peak of average number of users oc-
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Figure 3: Number of users in the testbed cluster

curs around 11:30 with about 75 users. Given that 3 APs are
installed in the cluster, the number of users per AP can be
computed as the total number of clients divided by the num-
ber of APs [13]. We set the upper threshold to Th = 25, so
that one AP is activated when the others manage peak num-
ber of associated users. This threshold value well matches
the best practice of APs deployment in an organization, i.e.
20 – 30 clients per AP [14]. Note that this value can be set
lower to allow the APs are switched on when the number
of users they handle is less than at peak, so as to provide
better quality for long periods than the peak-hour.

Unlike the upper threshold value recommended by de-
vice manufactures and network designers, there is no such
a value similar to our lower threshold value discussed in
Sec. 3. Therefore we looked into the traces to set w in order
to computer Tl. After analyzing the traces from the cluster,
we found out that the highest departure rate occurs between
11:30 and 12:00. This is also evident from the sharp drop
of the number of users in Fig. 3. The traces analysis shows
that the maximum average departure rate is 7.5 users per
5 minutes. Therefore, by setting w to 8, we can follow the
trend of users departures.

To set the upper and lower thresholds for traffic-based pol-
icy, we follow a similar approach but we analyze users’ traffic
volume instead of number of associated users. Accordingly,
we set the upper threshold and the width of the hysteresis
for traffic-based policy to Th = 8 Mbps and w = 2 Mbps,
respectively.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the outcome of our experi-

mental activity. We provide an overview of results obtained
through the deployment of the RoD policies described above
and a performance comparison between them.

As reported in Sec. 4, our testbed scenario is a study room
in PoliTo in which the connectivity is provided by a cluster
composed of 3 APs. The controller runs every 5 minutes one
of the RoD policies described before. We evaluate the effec-
tiveness of these policies through the energy saving, defined
as:

ηx = 1 − Px

Pmax
(1)

where, given an observation time window, Px [W] corre-
sponds to the average power consumed by applying one of

Table 1: Daily energy saving breakdown for a week
under association-policy

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su
ηA [%] 36.2 37.9 36.4 40.8 43.1 62.9 71.3

Off APs [%] 38.2 37.3 37.9 38.2 40.9 60.0 66.7

the AP switching policy x, while Pmax [W] is the consump-
tion observed when all APs are enabled all the time. To
compute Pmax, we collect for one month the estimations of
the cluster consumption when no RoD is applied, one sam-
ple every 5 minutes as provided by the switch; by averaging
these samples we obtain Pmax = 19.3 [W]. The coefficient
of variation1 for Pmax is cv = 0.0079, as a proof that the
variability of this measure is very limited.

6.1 Association-based policy
Association based policy, denoted here with the label A,

was applied to the testbed over a month period, between
January 11 and February 9, 2014. As discussed in Sec. 5,
the parameters are set to Th = 25 and w = 8.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the cluster power consump-
tion under the association-based policy for one week inside
the one-month measurement campaign. Fig. 4(a) reports
the number of associated users. The set of enabled APs and
the corresponding cluster power consumption, depicted in
Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) respectively, follow the evolution of
the users’ associations with a clear day-night pattern. The
policy adapts to users’ associations and to the variability of
different days, such as Saturday and Sunday. On Saturdays
and few hours on weekdays, 2 APs are enough to provide the
necessary coverage. The number of enabled APs remains
stable and constant, despite the short 5 minutes decision in-
terval. This is due to the correct setting of the hysteresis
that absorbs the users’ fluctuations. During night hours and
on Sunday, there are no users in the room and only one AP
is enabled to provide minimal coverage. There is a possi-
bility to enhance the algorithms to switch off all the APs
inside the cluster whenever possible, e.g., during nights and
Sundays.

Table 1 reports the relative saving ηA as in (1) for each
day of the considered week. In addition, we also include the
percentage of APs turned off per day. Confirming the results
shown in Fig. 4(c), remarkable energy consumption reduc-
tions are possible during nights, Saturdays and Sundays. For
weekdays, ηA ranges around 36-43%, meaning that on aver-
age we turn off only about one AP; on weekends, ηA grows
to more than 60%, indeed two APs are enabled only for few
hours. The difference between ηA and the percentage of APs
that are off is due to the fact that the power rating of the
APs are different. This effect can be observed in Fig. 4(c):
for two days, i.e. Jan. 27 and Jan. 29, the lowest consump-
tion (one active AP only) is about 2 W higher than for the
other days. In future, an improvement of the policy might
also take into account the consumption of individual APs,
to further reduce the energy wastage.

6.2 Traffic-based policy
We run this policy for more than a month period, between

February 10, 2014 and March 16, 2014. The activation and

1The ratio of standard deviation to the average.
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Figure 4: Association-based policy behavior over a week
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Figure 5: Traffic-based policy behavior over a week

deactivation decisions are now taken based on the aggregate
traffic generated by users. The generated traffic is evalu-
ated through throughput, defined as the ratio of the total
amount of data sent to and received from all APs in the
cluster over the 5 minutes decision interval. The traffic-
based policy, labeled with T , uses this information as input
to make decision about the number of needed APs. Again,
as discussed in Sec. 5, we set the thresholds to Th = 8 Mbps
and w = 2 Mbps. Fig. 5 reports the power consumed over a
week and the related aggregate throughput. As observed for
association-based policy, only one AP is enabled on Sunday
since there are no users in the room. The policy enables
the third AP only during peak minutes, such as in the late
morning, for a couple of days while during other days one or
two APs are enough to serve the users inside the room. This
means that the traffic-based policy reacts quickly to the evo-
lution of the traffic. This also suggests that our threshold
setting is quite optimistic in evaluating the amount of needed
capacity; other settings might lead to a more frequent use of
all the 3 APs. Due to this tight threshold setting the energy
saving, that is reported in Table 2, is quite large.

Fig. 6 depicts the power consumption of the cluster for

Table 2: Daily energy saving breakdown for a week
under traffic-policy

Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa Su
ηT [%] 69.8 59.0 56.1 55.4 55.4 65.2 71.3

Off APs [%] 66.1 61.8 63.4 62.7 62.4 61.8 66.7
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Figure 6: Traffic-based policy: three days analysis

selected days: one of the weekdays, Saturday and Sunday.
It shows that APs are enabled only if they are really needed.
For example, during the weekday, while the number of users
decreases around noon, as can be seen from Fig. 3, the traffic
increases, because these few users can generated more data
traffic; which forces the algorithm to switch on a third AP.

6.3 Switching policies comparison
We also compare the average energy saving, computed

over the whole experiment period, of the two proposed poli-
cies in Table 3 for all weekdays, Saturdays and Sundays. On
Sundays, even if no user is detected, one AP is always en-
abled for both policies, and savings are the same. During
weekdays the difference is around 20% in favor of the traffic-
based policy. This happens because for the associated-based
policy the presence of users induces a switch on of an addi-
tional AP even if the users are not generating traffic. During
weekdays, there often are many users in the room but a rel-
ative small amount of traffic is generated. On Saturdays
there are few users in the study room and usually one AP is
enough to provide coverage.

To better highlight differences among proposed policies,
we compare them looking into their behavior over a single

Table 3: Average energy saving

Weekday Saturday Sunday
ηA [%] 38.7 59.7 66.6
ηT [%] 58.4 64.8 66.6
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Figure 7: Policies comparison over same weekday

weekday. To compare the policies under the same user be-
havior, since we can’t run the two algorithms on the same
cluster at the same time, we proceed as follows. While
running the traffic-based policy, during each decision time,
besides collecting information about the amount of traffic
we also collect information about the number of associated
users. We then use this information to reconstruct how the
association-based policy would have behaved. The result
of the comparison is shown in Fig. 7, in which the num-
ber of associated users is also reported. Traffic-based policy
rarely enables a third AP over the whole day, while using the
association-based policy all the three APs are active most
of the time. This is due to the fact that there are a lot of
users but the generated traffic is quite little. The behaviors
shown in Table 3 and Fig. 7 confirm that, with the given
parameter setting, the traffic-based policy has higher per-
formance than the association-based one. However, more
frequent activations and deactivations are needed.

As a side note, we never experienced device tear down
during the experimental result collection period (January 11
to March 16). The experiment has been running for about
3 months before we start to collect the results used in this
paper and for additional one month after March 16. During
this period no single technical glitches has been observed
due to frequent turning on/off of the APs.

7. CONCLUSION
In the research activity reported in this paper, we imple-

mented and evaluated two RoD strategies aiming at reduc-
ing energy consumption of dense WLAN networks by adapt-
ing the amount of active capacity to the actual users’ need.
The two considered policies, namely association-based and
traffic-based policies, estimate in a different way the need
for capacity, and activate and deactivate APs accordingly.
The policies were tested and evaluated in a portion of a pro-
duction network.

The experimental activity confirms that dense WLANs
benefit from the energy saving capability of RoD strategies.
Indeed, our experimental activity shows that association-
based policy saving accounts for 36 – 43% for weekdays
and saves up to 72% during weekends. The energy sav-
ing achieved by the traffic-based approach is superior to the
association-based one at the cost of a higher switching on/off
frequency. In our setup, the saving ranges from 55 – 72%
during the whole week. The compromise between switch-
ing frequency and energy saving requires optimal setting of

threshold parameters.
Our RoD implementation approach can be used in existing

corporate production networks out-of-the-box, without re-
quiring changes to already installed hardware or their proto-
cols, using off-the-shelf devices equipped with PoE. The pre-
sented activity is still ongoing. We are now designing some
methods to evaluate the potential impact of RoD strategies
on user experience. We would like also to refine the imple-
mentation to consider individual APs power consumption in
decision making and propose a strategy to switch off all the
APs in the cluster, if there are no users in the system.
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